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readings in fact reveal that "lighting out" as well as biding within are most 
often treated with acute ambivalence by the women writers he examines. 
Stout's careful teasing out of the various forms of this ambivalence isone of 
the book's chief strengths. 
Stout's study builds on the generously acknowledged work of recent femi- 
nist scholars who have explored the schism women confront between private 
and public realms. The force of the book, what makes it ultimately a compel- 
ling and valuable study, lies in its cumulative energies, the way it convinces 
the reader though the sheer accumulation of similar images and narrative 
turns that larger thematic patterns link women's texts that may seem, at 
first glance, to be working at cross purposes. Stout builds her case through 
comparison and contextualization. She wisely forgoes stiff organizational prin- 
ciples within chapters to allow for crisscrossing between different writers' 
texts and between an author's earlier and later works. Each chapter covers a 
large number of works; the readings, consequently, are not leisurely, but the 
chapters have the advantage of plotting career development and establishing 
recurrent themes. At several points Stout takes care to note that journeys 
have different inflections for the predominately white authors she treats 
(Morrison is the sole exception) than for, say, Native Americatf or Chicana 
authors whose senses of home and dislocation are in part shaped by histories 
of land seizure and colonization. Stout's book makes clear the usefulness of a 
comparative study that would throw its nets more widely. The inclusion of the 
Morrison chapter gives us a good example of how such a thematic study of 
mobility and stasis attuned to the specific histories of different ethnic groups 
might be approached. 
Kathleen Brogan, Wellesley College 
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From its inception the Book-of-the-Month Club imagined a serious general 
reader who sought not only accessible knowledge from reading, but also 
pleasure. Whereas Joan Shelley Rubin in The Making of Middlebrow Culture 
emphasizes the Club's relationship to the genteel tradition, Janice Radway 
views the Club as a profoundly modern institution. Radway argues that the 
middlebrow as constituted by the Club did not merely ape highbrow culture. 
Rather, editors' reports uggest hat the Club consciously identified itself as 
occupying the superior middle position, disdaining both the dry, specialized 
writing of academics and the obviously commercial, lowbrow riting that the 
Literary Guild and Doubleday Book Club offered. 
A Feeling for Books is divided into three very different parts. Part I, a 
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lively ethnographic study of the editorial practices of the Club in the mid- 
1980s, conveys its editors' passion for reading. In part III, the absence of 
evidence suggesting how subscribers responded to or used the Club's selec- 
tions prompts Radway to examine her own engagement with these texts as 
a teenager during the 1960s, as well as her longing to recover the pleasure 
that her academic training stripped from her as reading became "work. "Rad- 
way speculates that Club membership may have served as a way for those 
on the margins of the professional-managerial classto consolidate their self- 
identification as middle class, but, as she acknowledges, too little evidence 
exists to explore this issue in detail. 
Part II, the longest and most provocative s ction, describes the controversy 
surrounding Harry Scherman's 1926 founding of the Book-of-the-Month Club. 
Under the direction of Scherman, whose advertising campaign had earlier 
launched the Little Leather Library Corporation, the Club targeted middle- 
class consumers who were anxious to organize the cultural goods flooding the 
marketplace without sacrificing distinction. Scherman's marketing strategies 
foregrounded the relationship between culture and the marketplace; conse- 
quently, the phenomenally popular book club movement elicited considerable 
hostility from some quarters. Excerpts from essays and reviews reveal that 
many literary professionals imagined a public sphere where readers rationally 
chose their books unmediated by the influence of a standardized consumer 
culture. "The scandal of the middlebrow," as Radway explains, "was a func- 
tion of its failure to maintain the fences cordoning off culture from commerce, 
the sacred from the profane, and the low from the high. Scherman chal- 
lenged this separation in many ways but most obviously by too openly selling 
Culture, thus baldly exposing its prior status as a form of capital-symbolic 
capital, to be sure-but capital nonetheless" (152-53). Seemingly oblivious to 
their own claims to cultural authority, reviewers attacked the centralization 
of authority inthe book club judges, fearing that the club system would turn 
independent readers into passive consumers. 
Essential reading for scholars interested in the history of the book and 
popular culture, Radway's engaging and sympathetic study avoids demoniz- 
ing the Book-of-the-Month Club as one more contributor tothe decline of 
print culture. Rather, she persuasively portrays the club movement as part 
of the inevitable and ongoing transformation of the book, a transformation 
driven by both technological nd market forces. 
Karen Weyler, Wake Forest University 
